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THE NECESSARY AND THE FEASIBLE –  
QUALITY STANDARDS FOR MOBILITY CENTRES 

1. The Need for Standards 
A more sustainable transport pattern can only be achieved through the hearts and minds of 
the transport users, whose travel behaviour is the focus of attention. Clear information before 
and on the trip and the offer of multi-modal mobility services is at the core of tasks. Mobility 
centres are the instrument within mobility management that should integrate these tasks to 
offer services in a customer-oriented way. Four statements shall clarify the value of a mobility 
centre as a one-stop point of information and sale (cf. Müller 2000, 10f.): 
 
1. Integration of transport modes into a user-friendly system still is the challenge in practice. 
2. Organising and communicating is increasingly important in transport matters in contrast 

to mere building and regulating. 
3. Even in the information age a lack of information is still mentioned as a reason for not 

using existing alternatives to the car. 
4. Under increased competition it is even more important for public transport companies to 

be concerned with customer-orientation and service quality. 
 
In this sense, a mobility centre clearly aims for a higher level than typical customer centres in 
public transport. The intriguing idea is that they should become the focus for all transport-
related questions and services in a city or region. In practice this idea calls for strong partner-
ships because no single actor can offer this alone with a sufficient quality. Main stakeholders 
to be involved are local and regional public transport companies/associations, the local and/or 
regional administration, other public or private transport providers and user organisations. 
Besides these there are many potential others who can play a role depending on the specific 
profile of the institution (cf. MOMENTUM/MOSAIC 1999, 47f.). In Germany for example, a 

development seen in some cities is co-operation between transport service providers and 
tourist information to establish a joint mobility centre. 
Fig. 1: Development of Mobility Centres in Germany 
 
Germany is a country where mobility centres experience growing support. The number of 
mobility centres has been rising steadily in the past ten years (cf. fig. 1). In the summer of 
2001 about 40 centres are operating under this idea with several others being planned. All 
initiatives come from the local level with little overarching guidance so far. But there is a dan-
ger as well: since the idea is fashionable some public transport companies have renamed 
their customer centre into a mobility centre with only minor upgrades. The lack of a multi-
modal approach and juggling with names will confuse the customer and might damage the 
further development. There is a clear need for quality standards. 
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In the following three main issues will be discussed: 
! What are the benefits and risks of standardisation? 
! Which are suitable minimum standards in the most important subject areas? 
! How can the standards be implemented? 
 
This contribution is based on the results of a recent research project to define quality stan-
dards for mobility centres and ways for their implementation which ILS has carried out for the 
State Ministry of Transport of North Rhine-Westphalia (Müller et al. 2001). Since standard 
setting is a consultation process the operators of mobility centres have been involved. A lit-
erature study, a nation-wide survey among operators, a workshop, a public seminar and a 
feedback loop with practitioners have been the methods to generate proposals for standards. 
 
Before delving deeper into the question of standards a short overview on the development of 
mobility centres in Germany will be given with a specific focus on partnerships, service offer 
and use of services by the customers. 

2. Development of Mobility Centres in Germany 
More than half of the existing mobility centres in Germany are being operated jointly by sev-
eral partners – with further partners co-operating (cf. fig. 2). This shows that joint operation is 
common but not a general rule. The co-operation of public transport company and local au-
thority is the most frequent type (32 %). Other centres are operated jointly by two (or more) 
public transport companies or between public transport company and public transport regional 
association. In two cases German Rail is in charge of a mobility centre together with another 
public transport company. For those centres run by only one organisation, public transport 
companies are the most important, followed by private bodies and/or non-governmental or-
ganisations and local authorities. 

Fig. 2: Operators of mobility centres 
 
Overall, public transport companies are involved in more than 80 % of the centres. They are 
the key partners since the core of information and services comes from the public transport 
sector.1 Local authorities are only involved in the operation of one third of all mobility centres, 
private bodies and NGO's only in 5-10 %. If we look at all co-operating partners of mobility 
centres the picture is a little different. While public transport companies are still the most im-
portant group, public transport regional associations are partners for 56 %, local authorities 
for 41 % and NGO's are working together at 34 % of the mobility centres. 
 

                                                      
1 The Association of German Transport Undertakings (VDV) has recently published a supporting policy document 
together with the German Federal Ministry of Transport which acknowledges for the growing interest (VDV/BMVBW 
2001). 
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Regarding the offer of services a full catalogue of possibilities is mentioned in the literature 
(cf. e.g. Kinder/Schäfer-Breede 1998 or MOMENTUM/MOSAIC 1999). These can be sub-
sumed under the categories of information/advice, consulting, transport organisation, aware-
ness/education and sales/reservation. In practice there is indeed a wide scope of services 
offered by all German mobility centres together, but only a small set of standard service offers 
(see fig. 3 for the dissemination of selected services). From over fifty different services only 
about ten are offered by more than 70 % of the mobility centres. Among them are information 
on fares and timetables for the local and regional public transport and respective ticket sales, 
information for German Rail and sale of shop articles, plans, maps, etc. – all of which can be 
expected from an ordinary customer centre above average. This shows that much of the dis-
cussion of multi-modal services is still on paper. 

Fig. 3: Service offer of German mobility centres – selected services 
 
However, there are examples of mobility centres with a wide-ranging service development 
operating for several years. Wuppertal, Münster or Frankfurt are among them. But even in 
these cases, customers seem to demand only a limited spectrum of what these centres can 
offer.2 In Münster's mobilé 95 % of customer requests are for public transport – cycling, car-
sharing and car routes totalling only 3,6 %. Whereas everyone knows that MobiCenter in 
Wuppertal can offer local/regional public transport information and tickets, only 41 % know 
that it will also give you public transport information for other cities, 34 % know their Car Shar-
ing information and booking service and just 12 % are familiar with their information on city-
centre parking. In Frankfurt after two years of operation only 32 % of the customers knew 
about the multi-modal character of Verkehrsinsel, which is offering other services besides on 
public transport.  
 
The use of services in mobility centres is generally growing. Customer contacts range from 
just 200 per month in the smallest centres up to 17.000 per month (median of around 2500). 
For the mobility centres in total these contacts split about 50/50 into personal contacts and 
information via telephone, but there is no standard model. Whereas many smaller centres 
operate almost exclusively face-to-face, others rely up to 70-80 % on the telephone. Although 
use of services is increasing it seems difficult to catch the interest on other than standard of-
fers. But even in Germany the idea of a mobility centre as focus for all mobility-related ques-

                                                      
2 The following statistics are taken from unpublished material of the mobility centres  
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tions is still young. And if the mobility centres operating currently cannot convey a coherent 
picture of what to expect from them, customers will of course not request anything they can-
not imagine. This gives another reason for common standards and of course intensive mar-
keting when introducing new services or new, integrated ways to offer services. 

3. Benefits and Risks of Quality Standards 
Standards are generally the result of a collective process which defines common rules or 
characteristics within a discipline or sector. In the case of mobility centres overall aim is to 
enhance the quality of service, which can be defined as the degree of correspondence be-
tween the service expected by the customer and the service delivered by the mobility centre. 
Commonly, standards are not mandatory but for voluntary application, are a living process 
based on experience, result from participation and are available to everyone. The application 
of quality standards for mobility centres offers clear advantages for different groups: 
 
! For the customers standards lead to more transparency. They can see more clearly what to 

expect from a mobility centre and can rely on the service – even when in a different city. 
! For the operators standards can improve the competitiveness through higher quality. The 

ability for innovation can increase through the analysis of own services. Operators of new 
mobility centres can rely on tried organisational standards. 
! For partners of mobility centres the implementation of quality standards will improve trans-

parency and reliability. 
! For financiers/higher authorities standards act as an instrument of quality control. 
 
But standardisation also poses risks. If overly high standards are being fixed barriers for im-
plementing new mobility centres might be set up. Since mobility centres are not yet estab-
lished, strict principles will not invite further dissemination of the concept. Too detailed stan-
dards will limit local scope for action and might suppress innovation. High standards can lead 
to higher cost, e.g. in the case of longer opening hours. 
 
Therefore, a balance has to be achieved in standardisation which will lead to quality im-
provements for the customer on the one hand but are acceptable for the operators and not 
erecting barriers for newcomers on the other hand. 

4. Possible Standards and Recommendations 
The need for quality standards for mobility centres is undisputed among German operators. 
98 % say they are needed (Müller et al. 2001, 16). But also 56 % agree that mobility centres 
as local products are difficult to standardise. Asked about the key areas for standard setting 
personnel/qualification, service offer and corporate identity were rated the highest. In the pro-
ject, standards and recommendations have been developed in ten areas. Besides the above, 
these include operator/co-operations, financing, customer access/media use, location, open-
ing hours, equipment and information sources. Whereas standards in this case means mini-
mum conditions to be achieved by a full-blown mobility centre, recommendations are sugges-
tions in the sense of best practice which in some instances are hard to be cast into standards. 
In this article only selected areas can be discussed. In the annex there is a short overview on 
all standards and recommendations elaborated in the project. 
 
Establishing standards in these ten areas will not be sufficient, though. In the quest for quality 
a solely additive procedure will not be enough. A process-oriented view as taken in quality 
management models must supplement it. This brings the focus to the processes, interfaces 
and responsibilities behind service provision. After looking at four key areas in detail the last 
part of this chapter will be devoted to quality management. In practice, mobility centres are 
often established step-by-step and therefore different stages of development will exist. This 
implies that the we also have to consider stages in the standardisation process. In the next 
chapter on implementation this topic will be further discussed.  

Service Offer 
As said above the range of possible services to be offered in a mobility centre mentioned in 
the literature is wide. As a rule mobility centres should not solely be regarded as information 
offices. The three main tasks information, organisation of transport and awareness building 
should be combined, although a specific attention can be on one of these according to the 
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chosen profile. Core service still is the multi-modal information on all transport modes operat-
ing in the region. This includes at least all available public transport information; information 
on cycling routes, parking and rental; accessibility on foot; information on car-sharing and 
rental cars and information for mobility impaired. A standard minimum offer should include 
sales of public transport tickets including national rail tickets, the organisation of paratransit (if 
available), an idea and complaint management and a certain degree of public relation for the 
sustainable modes. 
 
A recommendation originating from the consultation process with operators is to establish a 
complete service chain "information-advice-sales". The customer should never be expected to 
change to a different location to buy tickets after he has been given information in a mobility 
centre. Full service and one-stop-shopping are the key concepts. Since the possibilities to 
expand services are diverse, the project has tried to identify certain areas which should be 
considered as a priority and seem promising for expansion. All of these are already estab-
lished in some German mobility centre: 

! city-, tourism-, cultural- and leisure-information 
! mobility education, mobility management for schools 
! consulting for companies 
! organisation of on-demand transport (taxi, car-sharing, car-pooling, car rental) 
! services for car-drivers: parking, traffic conditions, routes 
! travel agency-related services 
! sale of shop-articles 

Personnel and Qualification 
The personnel of a mobility centre is its face to the customer and is as such very important for 
its success. The wide-ranging service offer poses specific challenges to the qualification of 
the staff. In Germany the size of the mobility centre varies substantially. On average there is a 
staff of five but there are much larger centres and about 25 % only employ up to three per-
sons. Regarding qualification internal training clearly dominates. Although some training 
courses for mobility consultants exist, there still is a lack of specific, modular and well-known 
training options. In practice the main problem encountered is a gap between high quality re-
quirements but often unfavourable framework conditions (low potential salaries, no independ-
ent personnel selection, unclear time horizon, lack of continuous training). 
 
The main qualification requirement for mobility centre staff is knowledge on the following: 

! basics of mobility supply and mobility demand/behaviour 
! communication and conflict management 
! information sources and data management 

This can be achieved through a specific training and should regularly be updated through 
training or coaching on the job. In larger centres a differentiation of staff profiles according to 
management/leadership and service staff is useful. What can normally not be achieved 
through training, but are vital characteristics of personnel are service mentality, communica-
tive and social competence, local knowledge and place identity. Personnel should be re-
cruited carefully and not necessarily just from ineligible bus-drivers. Part-time staff can help to 
adapt staff to customer demand. The project also gave the recommendation for Germany to 
establish the mobility consultant as an official profession (with its own training curriculum) on 
the medium-term. 

Operating Model 
Who will actually run a mobility centre and who will be the group of relevant co-operating 
partners is a basic aspect for implementing a mobility centre. The world of mobility centres is 
very colourful with different models of operation (see above). Because of the varying local 
framework conditions no single option should be considered as a standard rule. The different 
options have different advantages and disadvantages, but co-operations can compensate for 
some. Operating a mobility centre in co-operation can balance financial and organisational 
burdens on different shoulders, but it also needs partnership ability from all involved. 
 
The operator of a mobility centre should have enough resources and dedication for service 
provision not only for a short term. Public transport companies should be involved as a rule, if 
not as operator at least as major partner. Public transport companies have the specific know-
how – a restricted thinking regarding their role as mobility provider could be the only barrier. 
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In Germany we can see both: proactive engagement for a multi-modal service where the 
company sees themselves concerned with the wider mobility options from a customer view-
point but also companies limiting their activity solely to the public transport trip from A to B 
regarded as the core business. With the increasing competition in public transport we will 
have to see in which direction the development leads. A good example for the potential win-
win situation of partnership instead of competitive restriction are the alliances between public 
transport companies and car-sharing providers. For long these have been regarded as natural 
rivals competing for the same customers, but in practice it turned out that both could gain cus-
tomers from a co-operation since the mobility system for persons without an own car was 
considerably strengthened (see Dresden case in WZB 2001, 52ff). 
 
Especially the joint venture of public transport company and local authority is a viable option 
for operating a mobility centre. It is in the interest of the city to make use of a mobility centre 
as an organisational and communicative instrument of transport planning. Its multimodal ser-
vices and marketing approach can help to tackle transport problems such as congestion or 
poor accessibility for certain groups. As such involvement of a local authority can guarantee a 
wider range of multimodal services than a public transport company alone might offer. 

Corporate Identity 
The issue of identity has two relevant aspects: first, as a corporate design (CD) of each indi-
vidual mobility centre and secondly, in a common outward appearance of all mobility centres 
in the country. Although most of the mobility centres in Germany have a corporate design, in 
two-thirds of the cases it is embedded in the CD of the mother organisation. Only 32 % have 
their own CD. 
 
The focus of the project has clearly been on the second aspect. For a wider recognition and 
better awareness many have stressed the need for a common name, logo and/or phone 
number of all German mobility centres (e.g. Aurich et al. 1998). Everyone knows a tourist in-
formation and knows what to expect from it, regardless in which city he or she travels. As a 
mobility centre, especially if run by a local authority, is under the political claim for a local 
identity, a common name does not seem feasible. Also, with about 40 already existing centres 
it is not realistic to be introduced now. Instead it is proposed to think of a common name addi-
tion, e.g. service centre for mobility. Besides local logos a common symbol to be used for 
signs, maps or in publications should also be developed. The blue U e.g. is now the widely 
known symbol for underground trains in Germany easily to be recognised in every city. 
 
To achieve a common phone number for the mobility centres will be a longer process. There 
used to be a common number (19 4 49) utilised by many local public transport companies 
across the country, but this did no longer fulfil the requirements of modern telephone technol-
ogy. In North Rhine-Westphalia a new start has been made with 0180 3 / 50 40 30, the "smart 
number for bus and rail". The pilot phase went ahead in 2000 as a service hotline for all public 
transport information (9 ct/min.) and to avoid the formerly over 100 different existing phone 
numbers. It can be reached 24 hours a day and will route callers to their nearest customer or 
mobility centre. At night there is a joint call centre service provided where public transport 
companies can re-route their calls (MWMEV 2000). 

Quality through Process Orientation 
A high-quality service will not develop just by adding standards in these different areas. Opti-
mising the processes in a mobility centre and striving for continuous improvement are further 
necessary requirements. Therefore quality management principles should be taken up by all 
mobility centres. The international norm ISO 9000:2000 issues some principles that can be 
useful for mobility centres as well. Among them are customer focus, leadership, involvement 
of people, process approach or factual approach to decision making (Müller 2001). The estab-
lished quality model EFQM© is based on these principles and looks at results and the ena-
bling factors (e.g. people, policy, partnerships) at the same time. 
 
As first steps towards a quality policy for mobility centres, which can be implemented with 
reasonable effort, the following elements are suggested: 
A. Setting of clear objectives: strategic and (measurable) operational targets 
B. Analysis of key processes: responsibilities and interfaces 
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C. Customer orientation: definition of target groups, analysis of customer expectations and 
satisfaction 

D. Evaluation: regular monitoring based on established targets 
 

5. Implementation of Standards 

Strategies for Implementation 
The project has now elaborated standards for various areas of a mobility centre. The next 
significant step would be the diffusion of these standards and recommendations across the 
country. First there is a need of further consultation with the actors and organisations in-
volved. Among them, the Road and Transportation Research Association (FGSV) – as the 
organisation for standard setting in transport – and the Association of German Public Trans-
port Undertakings (VDV) play a key role. Also it is important to discuss with the German As-
sociation of Cities (which represents about 5700 municipalities) the role of local authorities in 
operating mobility centres and in implementing quality standards within local transport plans. 
To establish a nation-wide network of mobility centres is central for the development of com-
mon strategies. So far, there have been some informal meetings and seminars of operators 
and interested parties but no further network building. Since the local situation is quite differ-
ent not all mobility centres can live with a network under the roof of an existing organisation, 
for example the VDV. Nevertheless presently there seems to be not enough drive for a spe-
cific new organisation. 
 
Mobility centres will even in the future depend on moderate public funding. Tying funding to 
the issue of quality standards is the most effective way to quickly implement standards. It is 
recommended to explicitly include mobility centres in the catalogue for transport funding un-
der the national law on financing local transport infrastructure (GVFG). Besides, state gov-
ernments are recommended to issue specific programmes to fund mobility centres. So far, 
only in Hessen and North Rhine-Westphalia one can speak of such programmes, although 
the scope of required standards is different. Another possibility is funding on a regional level: 
in Braunschweig the regional association (ZGB) has developed a funding programme for new 
mobility centres which is connected to certain quality standards. Aim is to give start-up assis-
tance to develop mobility centres under local operation in each of the eight cities and counties 
of the region. The discussions in Braunschweig show both the necessity and the difficulty to 
bring all local actors into a coherent regional framework which takes the customer into ac-
count. 
 
An issue for the implementation of standards that has been discussed is to develop a mark or 
stamp of quality. Quality stamps assist customers in decision making. They do not guarantee 
a certain service quality but are mainly a differentiating feature in market situations. Since 
mobility centres usually do not act in a competitive environment, at this point the measure is 
not regarded a priority. 

From a ####Mobility Centre to a ############Mobility Centre 
In the real world the path towards a full mobility centre is usually one of step-by-step devel-
opment. Often public transport customer centres are a starting point. The traditional customer 
centre is run by one organisation and only concerned with its own services and information. 
Since transport, especially public transport, is a system with many interfaces this is not 
enough. A first step to a #mobility centre is to incorporate different public transport compa-
nies (e.g. bus and rail; local and regional; several local). From a customer perspective, who 
thinks from door-to-door and not in organisational structures this has a clear benefit. For form-
ing alliances, though, many issues have to be clarified, including share of financing, scope of 
services (just information or more?), duties, personnel resources to be delivered, etc. In any 
case there can be synergy effects and benefits from reaching more customers – but co-
operation is also costly in terms of time and effort. The willingness of partners to co-operate 
and their previous experience eventually decides if an alliance will be beneficial. As in other 
sectors of the economy this is related to the characteristics of the players involved and can in 
the end not be determined beforehand. To become a ##mobility centre the multi-modal per-
spective must be added. Here further partners are sought for co-operation (e.g. transport user 
associations, transport providers) and first multi-modal services are being planned. A full-
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blown ###mobility centre finally offers multi-modal services on all modes existing in the re-
gion and works at minimum with the standards developed (see Annex). The need to establish 
partnerships does not necessarily lead to the fact that a mobility centre is working better if 
more partners are involved. Fundamental task is to engage as many partners as needed to 
develop the range of multi-modal services to its best extent but as few partners as possible to 
ensure efficient processes and service provision. 

6. Current Issues for the Development of Mobility Centres 
The question of how to assure services with a sufficient level of quality is certainly an essen-
tial one for the long-term success of mobility centres. But there are two other main issues 
which lead the discussion on mobility centres in Germany today. One is how to secure ade-
quate and sustainable financing. Even if one discusses how customers can contribute through 
moderate user fees, this can only be a smaller share of the budget. A mobility centre on a 
commercial basis at this time does not seem feasible. Therefore a shared financing by all 
partners which benefit from the services with a basic funding provided by the local authorities 
as stakeholders for public transport and responsible for local transport planning is a viable 
option. 
 
The other issue is about monitoring and evaluation. Some existing studies (Münster, Wupper-
tal or Frankfurt) suggest increasing and largely satisfied customers and point to a potential 
modal switch of about 5 % (e.g. ILS 2000). But there is a need for more detailed investigation 
of effects from mobility centres. The methodological difficulties on cost-benefit-analysis (in a 
wider sense) have to be overcome to develop tools to support the case for mobility centres in 
the local political discussions. 
 
But before thinking of quality standards and evaluation the first task is always the establish-
ment of partnerships to actually open up a mobility centre in a multi-modal sense. Even in 
Germany with 40 existing mobility centres this is still the case in many regions but even more 
so in other European countries. First step should always be a portfolio-analysis of potential 
co-operations according to the services being planned. Each potential partner should be 
screened including importance and performance with respect to specific criteria. After this it is 
a matter of negotiations, where the outcome depends much on persons involved. Whether 
increasing competition in public transport will boost or diminish the chances for co-operation 
is yet to be determined. Realistically the implementation for a real mobility centre in partner-
ship requires quite a lot of staying power. In the case of Münster, a typical example for suc-
cessful co-operation with strong interest and activity by the City, the path from first concept to 
opening day needed about three years. In general two options, a quicker but maybe not as 
comprehensive step-by-step evolution from an ordinary public transport customer centre or a 
prolonged co-operative process for a mature mobility centre, need to be compared. Often, 
though, there are no such alternatives but only one viable possibility. 
 
In Germany the positive drive will likely continue. From 33 existing mobility centres in the sur-
vey 85 % stated that they would extend their service offer in the future. Other mobility centres 
are being planned, although growth seems to slow down somehow. Also, two third say that 
they need to secure their long-term existence. The integration of culture-, leisure and tourism 
information with mobility services is currently a very relevant theme. The incorporation of new 
information and communication technology, e.g. personal travel assistants, in German mobil-
ity centres is too slow at this point and needs to be fostered. Concerning their objectives mo-
bility centres should balance the quest for modal switch with the goal to offer better services 
to existing customers in order to prevent them switching to a drive alone-option. The instru-
ments of quality policy presented here should enable them to increase the level of quality in 
order to contribute to the effort for a more sustainable urban transport. 
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ANNEX: Standards and Recommendations for Mobility Centres 
 

Area Standards Recommendations 

Service Offer ! multi-modal information and advice („all transport modes of 
the region“) 

− public transport: (individual) timetable(s), fares, demand-
services, service, combinations, taxi 

− bicycle: routes, parking, rental 
− walking: accessibility, routes 
− car: car-sharing, rental cars 
− information for mobility impaired 

! sale of local/regional public transport and national rail tick-
ets  

! organisation and booking of paratransit (e.g. AST, taxibus) 
! idea- and complaint management 
! public relations for the sustainable modes 

! complete service chain „information-advice-sales“ 
! stepwise development with service expansion, 

priorities to: 
− city-, tourism-, culture- and leisure-information 
− mobility education, mobility management for schools 
− consulting for companies 
− organisation of on-demand transport (taxi, car-sharing, car-

pooling, car rental) 
− services for car-drivers: parking, traffic conditions, routes 
− travel agency-related services 
− sale of shop-articles 

Personnel / 
Qualification 

! specific staff competence (through respective training): 
− basics of mobility supply and demand/behaviour 
− communication, conflict management 
− information sources and data management 

! regular training or coaching 
! differentiation of staff profiles according to manage-

ment/leadership and service staff (mobility consultants) 

! characteristics of personnel should include: 
− service mentality 
− communicative and social competence 
− local knowledge and place identity 

! careful and independent recruitment of staff 
! part-time staff for better adaptation to customer demand 
! development of an official profession "mobility consultant" 

with specific training curriculum 

Operator / 
Co-operations none 

! dedicated operator with sufficient resources for long-term 
service provision 

! involvement of local/regional public transport company as a 
rule 

! joint operation by public transport company and local au-
thority as viable option 

! strong alliances to handle requirements for integration and 
communication 

Financing 
none 

! use of public funding for investments 
! cost sharing of running costs among partners (synergies) 
! distribution of costs among partners regarding to the share 

of demand for their products/services 
! basic funding by responsible authority for public transport 
! simple information should be free-of-charge for customers 
! possibly small fee for extensive advice and fees for consult-

ing of companies 

Customer 
Access 
(Media) 

! services should be offered both face-to-face and via tele-
phone 

! additionally further media: fax, e-mail, letter 
! website with description and contact/access at minimum 

! division of personal and phone services when high numbers 
of customers 

! complete service offer via internet and for mobile devices 
(mobile phone, palmtop, personal travel assistant, etc.) 

! touch-screen service or info points in public space or outlets 

Location ! central location with good accessibility, especially with 
sustainable modes: 

− city centre with high pedestrian frequency (1a-location) 
− public transport interchange 

! in large cities branches in well accessible sub-centres 
(possibly as self-service outlets) 

Opening 
Hours 

! following the general retail opening hours: 
− minimum ten hours through(MO - FR) 
− minimum five hours (SA) 

! access via phone at minimum 6.00-22.00 (MO - SA) and 
9.00-22.00 (SO) 

! Sunday opening especially in tourism areas and/or large 
cities 

! 24 hours phone service if possible (with maybe restricted 
service offer at night) 

Equipment ! at least two counters for customer service 
! possibility for customer to sit  at least at one counter (with 

view on the screen) 
! IT-equipment (hard- and software) and telephone system 

according to tasks; Internet access 
! brochure displays and info-boards, -points or -screens 

! at least 30-40 m² space (plus social rooms) 
! separate sitting area for customers 
! play area for children 
! back-office and/or additional room (e.g. for lectures, events) 

Information 
Sources 

! process management for gathering and updating of infor-
mation 

! electronic public transport timetables (nation-wide) accord-
ing to availability 

! up-to-date print media on all transport services in the region 

! high proportion of online- and/or dynamic information, also 
via Internet 

! establishing of regional information pools 
! co-operation with other control offices, traffic information 

centres, mobility centres 

Corporate 
Identity 

! use of nationally common name extension (to be devel-
oped) 

! use of nationally common symbol (also for signs and in 
maps) (to be developed) 

! specific corporate design or use of CD of mother organisa-
tion 

! use of nationally common phone number (under the condi-
tion of quality standards for services) 
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